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MOSTAR INDEX OF GRAPH OPERATIONS
SHEHNAZ AKHTER, ZAHID IQBAL, ADNAN ASLAM AND WEI GAO
Abstract. Very recently, a bond-additive topological descriptor, known as the Mostar
index, has been proposed as a measure of peripherality in graphs and networks. In
this article, we compute the Mostar index of corona product, Cartesian product, join,
lexicographic product, Indu-Bala product and subdivision vertex-edge join of graphs and
apply these results to find the Mostar index of various classes of chemical graphs and
nanostructures.
Introduction
Research in mathematical chemistry provides a specific consideration to describe the
distinctive nature of chemical structure and hence, one sometimes wishes to relate a unique
quantitative value to every chemical compound. In Mathematical Chemistry, one of the
important problems is to analyze the distinctive nature of chemical structure with the help
of structural invariants called topological descriptors. The benefit of topological descrip-
tors is that they may be applied directly as simple numerical descriptors for the correlation
of chemical structure with various physical properties, biological activity or chemical re-
activity in Quantitative Structure Activity Relationships (QSAR) and in Quantitative
Structure-Property Relationships (QSPR)[1, 2]. There are many graphs associated with
numerical descriptors, which play a pivotal role in nanotechnology and theoretical chem-
istry. Thereby, the assessment of these numerical descriptors is one of the famous lines of
research. The bond-additive topological descriptors are extensively used to describe the
features of chemical graphs and their fragments, setting up the links between the struc-
ture and properties of molecules. The first topological descriptor as a bond-additive index,
known as Wiener index [3] in which every bond yields a contribution that is equal to the
product of the number of atoms on each side of the bond. Inspired by the various success-
ful topological descriptors of this type such as irregularity[4], Zagreb [5], PI [6], Szeged
[7], revised-Szeged [8, 9, 10], and recently, another bond-additive topological descriptor,
the Mostar index has been proposed by Dosˇlic et. al in [11]. This index gives information
about the peripherality of individual bonds and then sums the inputs of all bonds into a
global measure of peripherality for the given chemical graph.
Throughout this article, each graph will be a finite, undirected and simple. Let Gl =
(V (Gl), E(Gl)) be a graph with the edge set E(Gl) and the vertex set V (Gl). The cardi-
nalities of vertex and edge sets of Gl are said to be the order and size of it respectively.
A molecular graph is a graph whose vertices corresponds to atoms, and an edge between
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two vertices is related to the chemical bond between them. The degree of a vertex ul of a
graph Gl is represented by dGl(ul), and it speaks the number of edges incident with ul.
An edge of the graph is assumed to be peripheral if there are more vertices closer to
one of its end-vertices as compare to the other one. In other words, for an edge ulu
′
l,
the large value of the absolute difference of the number of vertices closer to ul than to
u
′
l (denoted by nul(e|Gl)) and the number of vertices closer to u
′
l than to ul (which we
denote by nu′l(e|Gl)) expresses a peripheral position of uv in Gl. The absolute difference
|nul(e|Gl)− nu′l(e|Gl)| said to be the contribution of the edge ulu
′
l. The Mostar index of a
graph Gl is described as the sum of such contributions over all edges of Gl as follows;
(1) Mo(Gl) =
∑
ulu
′
l∈E(Gl)
|nul(e|Gl)− nu′l(e|Gl)| .
Dosˇlic et. al compute the Mostar index of benzenoid systems by using a simple cut
method in the same article. Furthermore, they also find the extremal values for trees and
unicyclic graphs. Later, the results of the Mostar index of bicyclic graphs were given in
[12]. Tratnik showed that the Mostar index of a weighted graph can be determined in
terms of Mostar indices of quotient graphs in [13]. Arockiaraj et. al presented the precise
values of the Mostar index for the family of carbon nanocone and coronoid structures in
reference [14].
The term irregularity of a graph Gl was first presented by Albertson [15]. It is symbolized
by irr(Gl) and described as follows:
(2) irr(Gl) =
∑
ulu
′
l∈E(Gl)
∣∣degGl(ul)− degGl(u′l)∣∣ .
Abdo et al. [16] described the total irregularity measure of a graph Gl, which was
expressed as follows:
(3) irrt(Gl) =
1
2
∑
ul,u
′
l∈V(Gl)
∣∣degGl(ul)− degGl(u′l)∣∣ .
For the detail discussions about the different graph invariants, we refer [17, 18, 19, 20,
21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29]. Now, we discuss some known results, that are heavily
used in this paper. For the vertex-transitive graph Gl, its Mostar index will be zero [30].
Using this result, Dosˇlic´ et al. deduced the following result for the complete graph Ks of s
vertices, cyclic graph Cs of order s, path graph Ps on s vertices, and for complete bipartite
graph Kr,s with parts of sizes r and s.
Proposition 0.1. [30]Mo(Ks) = Mo(Cs) = Mo(Ks,s) = 0 and also Mo(Ps) =
⌊
(s− 1)2
2
⌋
.
For a simple undirected graph Gl with s vertices, Abdo et al. gave the following inter-
esting bound for the total irregularity index.
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Proposition 0.2. [16]
irrt(Gl) ≤


1
12
(2s3 − 3s2 − 2s), if s is even,
1
12
(2s3 − 3s2 − 2s+ 3), if s is odd,
1. Main result
In this section, we derive the expressions for the Mostar index of different graph oper-
ations. First, we compute the Mostar index of corona product of two graphs.
1.1. Corona Product. Let Gl and Gm be two graphs with order s1 and s2, and size t1
and t2, respectively. The corona product Gl ◦ Gm of graphs Gl and Gm is a graph, which
can be drawn by using a copy of Gl and s1 copies of Gm and linking the g-th vertex of
Gl to every vertex in g-th copy of Gm, 1 ≤ g ≤ s1. In the following theorem, we give
the expression of the Mostar index of corona product of two graphs. Here, the number of
triangles which consist of an edge e = ulu
′
l in Gl is denoted by tulu′l .
Theorem 1.1. Let Gl and Gm be the two graphs. Then
Mo(Gl ◦ Gm) ≤ s1irr(Gt) + (s2 + 1)Mo(Gl) + s1s2 |2− s1 − s1s2|+ 2s1t2.
Proof. Using the definition of corona product in equation (1)
Mo(Gl ◦ Gm) = s1
∑
e=umu′m∈E(Gm)
|num(e|Gl ◦ Gm)− nu′m(e|Gl ◦ Gm)|
+
∑
e=ulu′l∈E(Gl)
|nul(e|Gl ◦ Gm)− nu′l(e|Gl ◦ Gm)|
+
∑
ul∈V(Gl)
∑
um∈V(Gm)
|nul(e|Gl ◦ Gm)− num(e|Gl ◦ Gm)|
(4)
For every e = umu
′
m ∈ E(Gm) if there exists u
′′
m ∈ V(Gm) such that umu
′′
m /∈ E(Gm) and
u
′
mu
′′
m /∈ E(Gm) then dGl◦Gm(um, u
′′
m) = dGl◦Gm(um, u
′′
m) = 2 and if umu
′′
m ∈ E(Gm) and
u
′
mu
′′
m ∈ E(Gm) then dGl◦Gm(um, u
′′
m) = dGl◦Gm(u
′
m, u
′′
m) = 1. Hence num(e|Gl ◦ Gm) =
degGm(um)− tumu′m and∑
e=umu′m∈E(Gm)
|num(e|Gl ◦ Gm)− nu′m(e|Gl ◦ Gm)|
=
∑
e=umu′m∈E(Gm)
∣∣degGm(um)− tumu′m − degGm(u′m) + tumu′m∣∣
=
∑
e=umu′m∈E(Gm)
∣∣degGm(um)− degGm(u′m)∣∣
=irr(Gm).
(5)
We now assume that e = ulu
′
l ∈ E(Gl). Then for each vertex u
′′
l closer to ul than
u
′
l, the vertices of the copy of Gm attached to u
′′
l are also closer to ul than u
′
l. Since
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each copy of Gm has exactly s2 vertices, nul(e|Gl ◦ Gm) = (s2 + 1)nul(e|Gl). Similarly,
nu′l(e|Gl ◦ Gm) = (s2 + 1)nu′l(e|Gl). Therefore, we have∑
e=ulu′l∈E(Gl)
|nul(e|Gl ◦ Gl)− nul(e|Gl ◦ Gl)|
=
∑
e=ulul∈E(Gl)
|(s2 + 1)nul(e|Gl)− (s2 + 1)nul(e|Gl)|
=(s2 + 1)
∑
e=ulul∈E(Gl)
|nul(e|Gl)− nul(e|Gl)|
=(s2 + 1)Mo(Gl).
(6)
Finally, we assume that e = ulum with um ∈ V(Gm) and ul ∈ V(Gl), degGm(um) = k
and {um1 , . . . , umk} are adjacent vertices of um ∈ Gmi . By definition of corona product
of graphs, ul is adjacent to vertices um1 , . . . , umk . Thus for each j, 1 ≤ j ≤ k, umj
is equidistant from ul and um. On the other hand, every vertex of Gl ◦ Gm other than
um, um1 , . . . , umk are closer to ul than um. This implies that num(e|Gl ◦ Gm) = |V(Gl ◦
Gm)| − (degGm(um) + 1) and nul(e|Gl ◦ Gm) = 1. Therefore we have∑
ul∈V(Gl)
∑
um∈V(Gm)
|nul(e|Gl ◦ Gm)− num(e|Gl ◦ Gm)|
=
∑
ul∈V(Gl)
∑
um∈V(Gm)
∣∣1− |V(Gl ◦ Gm)|+ (degGm(um) + 1)∣∣
≤
∑
um∈V(Gl)
∑
ul∈V(Gm)
|2− |V(Gl ◦ Gm)||+
∑
um∈V(Gl)
∑
ul∈V(Gm)
degGm(um)
=s1s2 |2− s1 − s1s2|+ 2s2t1.
(7)
By using results (5)-(7) in (1.2), we acquire
Mo(Gl ◦ Gm) ≤ s1irr(Gm) + (s2 + 1)Mo(Gl) + s1s2 |2− s1 − s1s2|+ 2s1t12.
This completes the proof. 
For Gl, the g-thorny graph is obtained by joining g-number of pendant vertices to each
vertex of Gl and it is recognized by G
g
l . The g-thorny graph of Gl is represented as Gl ◦Km.
Thus from Theorem 1.1, the Corollary 1.2 follows.
Corollary 1.2. If Gl is a graph with |E(Gl)| = t and |V(Gl)| = s. Then
Mo(Gl ◦ Km) ≤ (m+ 1)Mo(Gl) + sm|2− s− sm|.
Example 1.3. The bottleneck graph B of Gl is obtained by taking the corona product of
K2 with Gl. Then Mo(K2 ◦ Gl) = 2irr(Gl) + 4(s + t), where |V(Gl)| = s and |E(Gl)| = t.
Example 1.4. For the vertices al, 1 ≤ l ≤ s, the structure of a bridge graph can be
acquired by linking the vertices al and al+1 of Al+1 by a connection for all l = 1, 2, . . . , s−1
and it is denoted by B(A1,A2, . . . ,As; a1, a2, . . . , as). For A1 = A2 = · · · = An and
a1 = a2 = · · · = as = a, we can describe An(A, a) = B(A,A, . . . ,A; a, a, . . . , a). In
particular, let Bn = An(P3, a), with degP3(a) = 2 and Tn,k = An(Ck, a) be the types of
bridge graphs. Then we have Bk = Pk ◦ P2, Tk,3 = Pk ◦ P2 and Jj,k+1 = Pj ◦ Ck.
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By using Theorem 1.1, we have the next results:
(1) Mo(Bk) = 3
⌊
(k − 1)2
2
⌋
+ 2k(3k − 1).
(2) Mo(Tk,3) = 3
⌊
(k − 1)2
2
⌋
+ 2k(3k − 1).
(3) Mo(Jj,k+1) = (k + 1)
⌊
(j − 1)2
2
⌋
+ jk |2− j − jk|+ 2jk.
1.2. Cartesian Product. Here we denote the Cartesian product of Gl and Gm graphs
with Gl⊗Gm, it has V(Gl)×V(Gm) vertex set and (ul, um)(u
′
l, u
′
m) ∈ E(Gl⊗Gm) if ul = u
′
l
and umu
′
m ∈ E(Gm), or ulu
′
l ∈ E(Gl) and um = u
′
m.
Now, we give the expression for Mostar index of Gl1 ⊗ Gl2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Glk in the form of
factor graphs.
Theorem 1.5. Let Gl1 ,Gl2 , . . . ,Glk be graphs with |V(Glm)| = sm, |E(Glm)| = tm, 1 ≤ m ≤
k, and s =
k∏
m=1
sm. Then we have
Mo(Gl1 ⊗ Gl2 . . .Glk) =
k+1∑
i=1
Mo(Gli)
k∏
j=1,i 6=j
s2j .
Proof. Observe that n(ul1 ,ul2)
(e = (ul1 , ul2)(ul1 , u
′
l2)|Gl1 ⊗ Gl2) = s1nul2 (e = ul2u
′
l2 |Gl2) and
n(ul1 ,u
′
l2
)(e = (ul1 , ul2)(ul1 , u
′
l2)|Gl1⊗Gl2) = s1nu′l2 (e = ul2u
′
l2 |Gl2). Analogous n(ul1 ,ul2 )(e =
(ul1 , ul2)(u
′
l1 , ul2)|Gl1⊗Gl2) = s2nul1 (e = ul1u
′
l1 |Gl1) and n(u′l1 ,ul2)
(e = (ul1 , ul2)(u
′
l1 , ul2)|Gl1⊗
Gl2) = s2nu′l1 (e = ul1u
′
l1 |Gl1). Thus
Mo(Gl1 ⊗ Gl2) =
∑
ul1
∈V(Gl1 )
∑
ul2
u
′
l2
∈E(Gl2 )
|n(ul1 ,ul2)
(e = (ul1 , ul2)(ul1 , u
′
l2)|Gl1 ⊗ Gl2)
− n(ul1 ,u
′
l2
)(e = (ul1 , ul2)(ul1 , u
′
l2)|Gl1 ⊗ Gl2)|
+
∑
ul2
∈V(Gl2 )
∑
ul1
u
′
l1
∈E(Gl1 )
|n(ul1 ,ul2)
(e = (ul1 , ul2)(u
′
l1 , ul2)|Gl1 ⊗ Gl2)
− n(u′l1 ,ul2 )
(e = (ul1 , ul2)(u
′
l1 , ul2)|Gl1 ⊗ Gl2)|
=
∑
ul1
∈V(Gl1 )
∑
ul2
u
′
l2
∈E(Gl2 )
|s1nul2 (e = ul2u
′
l2 |Gl2)− s1nu′l2 (e = ul2u
′
l2 |Gl2)|
+
∑
ul2
∈V(Gl2 )
∑
ul1
u
′
l1
∈E(Gl1 )
∣∣∣s2nul1 (e = ul1u′l1 |Gl1)− s2nu′l1 (e = ul1u′l1 |Gl1)
∣∣∣
= s21Mo(Gl2) + s
2
2Mo(Gl1)
(8)
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Use induction on k. By above (8), the result is valid for k = 2. Let k ≥ 3 and assume the
theorem holds for k. Set G = Gl1 ⊗ Gl2 · · · ⊗ Glk . Then we have
Mo(Gl1 ⊗ Gl2 · · · ⊗ Glk) = Mo(G⊗ Gk+1)
= Mo(G)s2k+1 +Mo(Gk+1)|V(G)|
2
= s2k+1
k∑
i=1
Mo(Gi)
k∏
j=1,i 6=j
s2j +Mo(Gk+1)
k∏
i=1
s2i
=
k∑
i=1
Mo(Gi)
k+1∏
j=1,i 6=j
s2j +Mo(Gk+1)
k∏
i=1
s2i
=
k+1∑
i=1
Mo(Gi)
k+1∏
j=1,i 6=j
s2j
This finishes the proof. 
By the use of Theorem 1.5, we can find the Mostar index of k-th Cartesian power of a
graph G.
Corollary 1.6. For the positive integer k, G is a graph of order s, then
Mo(Gk) = ks2(k−1)Mo(G).
Example 1.7. Let S = Ca ⊗ Cb and R = Pa ⊗ Cb, for some integers a, b ≥ 3, denote a
C4-nanotorus and C4-nanotube, respectively. Then by using Theorem 1.5 and Proposition
0.1, we obtain
(1) Mo(S) = Mo(Ca ⊗ Cb) = 0.
(2) Mo(R) = Mo(Pa ⊗ Cb) = b
2
⌊
(a− 1)2
2
⌋
.
Example 1.8. Consider the rectangular grid G = Pa⊗Pb, shown in Figure ??. By using
Theorem 1.5 and Proposition 0.1, we obtain
Mo(G) = Mo(Pa ⊗ Pb) = a
2
⌊
(b− 1)2
2
⌋
+ b2
⌊
(a− 1)2
2
⌋
.
The graph P2⊗Pa+1 constructed by a squares is said to be the ladder graph with 2a+2
vertices and represented by La . This graph is also the molecular graph, which can be
related to the polyomino structures and known as the linear polyomino chain.
Example 1.9. Consider the ladder graph La = P2 ⊗ Pa+1. By using Theorem 1.5 and
Proposition 0.1, we obtain
Mo(G) = Mo(P2 ⊗ Pa+1) = 4
⌊
a2
2
⌋
.
Example 1.10. The Hamming graph is a connected graph with k-tuples vertices h1h2 . . . hk
where hi ∈ {0, 1, . . . , si−1}, si ≥ 2, let two vertices be adjacent if the corresponding tu-
ples differ in precisely one place. It is usually denoted as Hs1,s2,...,sk =
k⊗
l=1
Ksl. By using
Theorem 1.5 and then Proposition 0.1, we get Mo(Hs1,s2,...,sk) = 0 such that Mo(Ksi) = 0.
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If h1 = h2 = · · · = hk = 2, then the Hamming graph will be a k-dimensional hypercube
graph, and it is denoted by Qk. Then Mo(Qk) = 0.
1.3. Join of graphs. The join of Gl and Gm graphs is denoted as Gl+Gm, which consists
of edge sets E(Gl) and E(Gm), and disjoint vertex sets V(Gl) and V(Gm). It is graph
union Gl ∪ Gm including all the links joining the elements of V(Gl) and V(Gm). For Gm =
Gl + Gl + · · · + Gl︸ ︷︷ ︸
k times
, we represent Gm by kGl.
Next, we calculate the Mostar index of Gl + Gm.
Theorem 1.11. Let Gl and Gm be the two graphs. Then
Mo(Gl + Gm) ≤ irr(Gl) + irr(Gm) + s1s2 |s2 − s1|+ 2(s2t1 + s1t2).
Proof. For an edge ulu
′
l of a graph Gl, let NGl(ulu
′
l) be the set of common neighbors of ul
and u′l.
Mo(Gl + Gm) =
∑
ulu
′
l∈E(Gl)
∣∣nul(ulu′l|Gl + Gm)− nu′l(ulu′l|Gl + Gm)∣∣
+
∑
umu
′
m∈E(Gm)
∣∣num(umu′m|Gl + Gm)− nu′m(umu′m|Gl + Gm)∣∣
+
∑
ul∈V(Gl)
∑
um∈V(Gm)
|nul(ulum|Gl + Gm)− num(ulum|Gl + Gm)| .
Since the join of two graphs has diameter at most two. Observe that if ulu
′
l ∈ E(Gl)
then we have nul(e = ulu
′
l|Gl + Gm) = degGl(ul) − |NGl(ulu
′
l)| and nu′l(e = ulu
′
l|Gl +
Gm) = degGl(u
′
l) − |NGl(ulu
′
l)|. Similarly if umu
′
m ∈ E(Gm) then we have num(e =
umu
′
m|Gl+Gm) = degGm(um)−|NGm(umu
′
m)| and nu′m(e = umu
′
m|Gl+Gm) = degGm(u
′
m)−
|NGm(umu
′
m)|. Analogous if ul ∈ V(Gl) and um ∈ V(Gm) then we have nul(e = ulum|Gl +
Gm) = s2 − degGm(um) and num(e = ulum|Gl + Gm) = s1 − degGl(ul). Therefore
Mo(Gl + Gm) =
∑
ulu
′
l∈E(Gl)
∣∣degGl(ul)− |NGl(ulu′l)| − degGl(u′l) + |NGl(ulu′l)|∣∣
+
∑
umu
′
m∈E(Gm)
∣∣degGm(um)− |NGm(umu′m)| − degGm(u′m) + |NGm(umu′m)|∣∣
+
∑
ul∈V(Gl)
∑
um∈V(Gm)
∣∣s2 − degGm(um)− s1 + degGl(ul)∣∣
≤
∑
ulu
′
l∈E(Gl)
∣∣degGl(ul)− degGl(u′l)∣∣+ ∑
umu
′
m∈E(Gm)
∣∣degGm(um)− degGm(u′m)∣∣
+
∑
ul∈V(Gl)
∑
um∈V(Gm)
|s2 − s1|+
∑
ul∈V(Gl)
∑
um∈V(Gm)
degGm(um) +
∑
ul∈V(Gl)
∑
um∈V(Gm)
degGl(ul)
= irr(Gl) + irr(Gm) + s1s2 |s2 − s1|+ 2(s2t1 + s1t2).
This completes the proof. 
Corollary 1.12. Let Gl and Gm be the r1 and r2 regular graphs, respectively. Then
Mo(Gl + Gm) = s1s2 |s2 − s1 + r1 − r2| .
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Example 1.13. The cone graph Cf,g can be expressed as Cf +Kg and its Mostar index is
Mo(Cf,g) = fg|f − g + 2|.
For a given graph Gm, the suspension of Gm is described as K1 + Gm. The next result
can be deduced from the Corollary 1.12.
Example 1.14. For a graph Gm with |V(Gm)| = s, we have
(9) Mo(K1 + Gm) ≤ irr(Gm) + s(s− 1) + 2s.
If Gm is a r-regular graph then Mo(K1 + Gm) = s|s − 1 − r|. Star graph Ss+1, fan graph
Fs+1 and wheel graph Ws+1 on s+ 1 vertices are the suspensions of the empty graph, Ks,
Ps and Cs, respectively. Then, by (9), we have
Mo(Ss+1) = s(s− 1), Mo(Fs+1) ≤ s(s+ 1), Mo(Ws+1) = s|s− 3|.
Example 1.15. The flower graph or dutch windmill graph is the suspension of g copies
of K2, denoted by gK2. The Mostar index of flower graph is given by Mo(K1+ gK2) ≤ 4g.
1.4. Lexicographic Product. The lexicographic product of Gl and Gm graphs is rep-
resented by Gl[Gm]. It has V(Gl) × V(Gm) vertex set and (ul, um)(u
′
l, u
′
m) ∈ E(Gl[Gm]) if
g1g2 ∈ E(Gl) or ul = u
′
l and umu
′
m ∈ E(Gm).
Now, we give the expression for Mostar index of lexicographic product of Gl and Gm.
Theorem 1.16. Let Gl and Gm be the two graphs. Then
Mo(Gl[Gm]) ≤


s32Mo(Gl) + s1irr(Gm) +
t1
6
(
2s32 − 3s
2
2 − 2s2 + 3
)
if s2 is odd,
s32Mo(Gl) + s1irr(Gm) +
t1
6
(
2s32 − 3s
2
2 − 2s2
)
if s2 is even.
Proof. For an edge ulu
′
l of a graph Gl, let NGl(ulu
′
l) be the set of common neighbors
of ul and u
′
l. Observe that if ul ∈ V(Gl) and umu
′
m
∈ E(Gm) then we have n(ul,um)(e =
(ul, um)(ul, u
′
m)|Gl[Gm]) = degGm(um)−|NGm(umu
′
m)| and n(ul,u′m)(e = (ul, um)(ul, u
′
m)|Gl[Gm]) =
degGm(um) − |NGm(umu
′
m)|. Analogous if um, u
′
m ∈ V(Gm) and ulu
′
l ∈ E(Gl) then
we have n(ul,um)(e = (ul, um)(u
′
l, u
′
m)|Gl[Gm]) = s2 − degGm(u
′
m) + s2nul(ulu
′
l|Gl) and
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n(u′l,um)(e = (ul, um)(u
′
l, um)|Gl[Gm]) = s2 − degGm(um) + s2nu′l(ulu
′
l|Gl). Therefore
Mo(Gl[Gm]) =
∑
ul∈V(Gl)
∑
umu
′
m∈E(Gm)
|n(ul,um)(e = (ul, um)(ul, u
′
m)|Gl[Gm])
− n(ul,u′m)(e = (ul, um)(ul, u
′
m)|Gl[Gm]))|
+
∑
um∈V(Gm)
∑
u
′
m∈V(Gm)
∑
ulu
′
l∈E(Gl)
|n(ul,um)(e = (ul, um)(u
′
l, u
′
m)|Gl[Gm])
− n(ul,u′m)(e = (ul, um)(u
′
l, u
′
m)|Gl[Gm])|
=
∑
ul∈V(Gl)
∑
umu
′
m∈E(Gm)
∣∣degGl(um)− |NGm(umu′m)| − degGm(u′m) + |NGm(umu′m)|∣∣
+
∑
um∈V(Gm)
∑
u
′
m∈V(Gm)
∑
ulu
′
l∈E(Gl)
|s2 − degGm(u
′
m) + s2nul(ulu
′
l|Gl)− s2 + degGm(um)
− s2nu′l(ulu
′
l|Gl)|
≤ s1irr(Gm) + s
3
2Mo(Gl) + 2t2irrt(Gm).
By using Proposition 0.2, we obtained the desired result. This finishes the proof. 
Example 1.17. The fence graph and closed fence graph are the lexicographic product of
Pg and P2, and, Cg and P2 respectively. Then from Theorem 1.16 and Proposition 0.1,
we have Mo(Cg[P2]) = 0 and Mo(Pg[P2]) ≤ 8
⌊
(g − 1)2
2
⌋
.
Example 1.18. Let Pg and Ph be the two paths. Then
Mo(Pg[Ph]) ≤


2g + h3
⌊
(g − 1)2
2
⌋
+
g − 1
6
(2h3 − 3h2 − 2h+ 3), if h is odd,
2g + h3
⌊
(g − 1)2
2
⌋
+
g − 1
6
(2h3 − 3h2 − 2h), if h is even.
1.5. Indu-Bala Product. The Indu-Bala product GlHGm is obtained from two disjoint
copies of Gl+Gm by joining the corresponding vertices in the two copies of Gm. For example,
(see Figure ??). The order and size of GlHGm are 2(s1 + s2) and 2t1 + 2t2 + 2s1s2 + s2,
respectively.
Now, we give the expression for Mostar index of Indu-Bala product of Gl and Gm.
Theorem 1.19. Let Gl and Gm be the two graphs. Then
Mo(GlHGm) ≤ 2 (irr(Gl) + 2irr(Gm) + s1s2 |s2 − 2s1 − 1|+ 2(s2t1 + s1t2)) .
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Proof. For an edge ulu
′
l of a graph Gl, let NGl(ulu
′
l) be the set of common neighbors of ul
and u′l.
Mo(GlHGm) = 2
( ∑
ulu
′
l∈E(Gl)
∣∣nul(ulu′l|GlHGm)− nu′l(ulu′l|GlHGm)∣∣
+
∑
umu
′
m∈E(Gm)
∣∣num(umu′m|GlHGm)− nu′m(umu′m|GlHGm)∣∣
+
∑
ul∈V(Gl)
∑
um∈V(Gm)
|nul(ulum|GlHGm)− num(ulum|GlHGm)|
)
+
∑
um∈V(Gm)u′′m∈V(Gm)
∣∣num(umu′′m|GlHGm)− nu′′m(umu′′m|GlHGm)∣∣ .
(10)
Since the Indu-Bala product of two graphs has diameter at most 3. Observe that if
ulu
′
l ∈ E(Gl) then we have nul(e = ulu
′
l|GlHGm) = degGl(ul) − |NGl(ulu
′
l)| and nu′l(e =
ulu
′
l|GlHGm) = degGl(u
′
l) − |NGl(ulu
′
l)|. Analogous if umu
′
m ∈ E(Gm) then we have
num(e = umu
′
m|GlHGm) = 2degGm(um) − 2|NGm(umu
′
m)| and nu′m(e = umu
′
m|GlHGm) =
2degGm(u
′
m)− 2|NGm(umu
′
m)|. Therefore∑
ulu
′
l∈E(Gl)
∣∣nul(ulu′l|GlHGm)− nu′l(ulu′l|GlHGm)∣∣
=
∑
ulu
′
l∈E(Gl)
∣∣degGl(ul)− |NGl(ulu′l)| − degGl(u′l) + |NGl(ulu′l)|∣∣
=irr(Gl).
(11)
Similarly∑
umu
′
m∈E(Gm)
∣∣num(umu′m|GlHGm)− nu′m(umu′m|GlHGm)∣∣
=
∑
umu
′
m∈E(Gm)
∣∣2 degGm(um)− 2|NGm(umu′m)| − 2 degGm(u′m) + 2|NGm(umu′m)|∣∣
=2irr(Gm).
(12)
Also if ul ∈ V(Gl) and um ∈ V(Gm) then we have nul(e = ulum|GlHGm) = s2−degGm(um)
and num(e = ulum|GlHGm) = 2s1 − degGl(ul) + 1. Therefore∑
ul∈V(Gl)
∑
um∈V(Gm)
|nul(ulum|GlHGm)− num(ulum|GlHGm)|
=
∑
ul∈V(Gl)
∑
um∈V(Gm)
∣∣s2 − degGm(um)− 2s1 + degGl(ul)− 1∣∣
≤
∑
ul∈V(Gl)
∑
um∈V(Gm)
|s2 − 2s1 − 1|+
∑
ul∈V(Gl)
∑
um∈V(Gm)
degGm(um) +
∑
ul∈V(Gl)
∑
um∈V(Gm)
degGl(ul)
=s1s2 |s2 − 2s1 − 1|+ 2(s2t1 + s1t2).
(13)
Finally, if um ∈ V (Gm) and u
′′
m in the copy of Gm then we have num(e = umu
′′
m|GlHGm) =
nu′′m(e = umu
′′
m|GlHGm). Therefore by using above results (11)-(13) in (10), we obtain
the required expression for Mo(GlHGm). 
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Example 1.20. (1) Mo(PgHPh) = 2(6 + gh(|h − 2g − 1|+ 4)− 2(g + h)).
(2) Mo(PgHCh) = 2(2 + gh(|h − 2g − 1|+ 4)− 2h).
(3) Mo(CgHPh) = 2(4 + gh|h − 2g − 1|+ 2g(2h − 1)).
2. Subdivision vertex-edge join of three graphs
Very recently, a novel graph operation has been introduced by Wen et al. in [31], known
as the subdivision vertex-edge join. For a graph Gl1 , S(Gl1) denotes its subdividing graph,
whose vertex set has two parts, one the primary vertices V(Gl1), another, symbolized by
I(Gl1), the inserting vertices that are end points of E(Gl1). Let Gl2 and Gl3 be the other
two disjoint graphs. The subdivision vertex-edge join of Gl1 with Gl2 and Gl3 , denoted by
GSl1 ✄ (G
V
l2
∪ GIl3), is the graph consisting of of S(Gl1), Gl2 and Gl3 , all vertex-disjoint, and
connecting the g-th vertex of V(Gl1) to each vertex in V(Gl2) and g-th vertex of I(Gl1) to
every vertex in V(Gl3). It can be saw that G
S
l1
✄ (GVl2 ∪ G
I
l3
) is Gl1∨˙Gl2 (is attained from
S(Gl1) and Gl2 by connecting each vertex of V(Gl1) to every vertex of V(Gl2) [?]) if Gl3 is
the null graph, and is Gl1∨Gl3 (is attained from S(Gl1) and Gl3 by joining each vertex of
E(Gl1) to every vertex of V(Gl3) [32]) if Gl2 is the null graph.
Now, we give the expression for Mostar index of subdivision vertex-edge join of Gl1 , Gl2
and Gl3 .
Theorem 2.1. Let G and H be the two graphs. Then
Mo(GSl1 ⊲ (G
V
l2
∪ GIl3)) ≤ irr(Gl2) + irr(Gl3)|+ s1s2|s2 + s3 − s1 − t1|+ 4t1s2 + 2s1t2
+ t1s3|s3 + s2 − s1 + 4|+ 2t3t1 + s1t1|s2 + s1 − s3 − t1 − 4|+ 4t
2
1.
Proof. For an edge ulu
′
l of a graph Gl, let NGl(ulu
′
l) be the set of common neighbors of ul
and u′l.
Mo(GSl1 ⊲ (G
V
l2
∪ GIl3))
=
∑
ul2
u
′
l2
∈E(Gl2 )
∣∣∣nul2 (ul2u′l2 |(GSl1 ⊲ (GVl2 ∪ GIl3))− nu′l2 (ul2u′l2 |(GSl1 ⊲ (GVl2 ∪ GIl3))
∣∣∣
+
∑
ul3
u
′
l3
∈E(Gl3 )
∣∣∣nul3 (ul3u′l3 |(GSl1 ⊲ (GVl2 ∪ GIl3))− nu′l3 (ul3u′l3 |(GSl1 ⊲ (GVl2 ∪ GIl3))
∣∣∣
+
∑
ul1
∈V(Gl1 )
∑
ul2
∈V(Gl2 )
∣∣∣nul1 (ul1ul2 |(GSl1 ⊲ (GVl2 ∪ GIl3))− nul2 (ul1ul2 |(GSl1 ⊲ (GVl2 ∪ GIl3))
∣∣∣
+
∑
ul1
∈E(Gl1 )
∑
ul3
∈V(Gl3 )
∣∣∣nul1 (ul1ul3 |(GSl1 ⊲ (GVl2 ∪ GIl3))− nul3 (ul1ul3 |(GSl1 ⊲ (GVl2 ∪ GIl3))
∣∣∣
+
∑
ul1
∈V(Gl1 )
∑
u
′
l1
∈E(Gl1 )
∣∣∣nul1 (ul1u′l1 |(GSl1 ⊲ (GVl2 ∪ GIl3))− nu′l1 (ul1u′l1 |(GSl1 ⊲ (GVl2 ∪ GIl3))
∣∣∣ .
(14)
Since the SVE of three graphs has diameter at most 3. Observe that if ul2u
′
l2 ∈ E(Gl2)
then we have nul2 (e = ul2u
′
l2 |(G
S
l1
⊲ (GVl2 ∪G
I
l3
)) = degGl2
(ul2)−|NGl2 (ul2u
′
l2)| and nu′l2 (e =
ul2u
′
l2 |(G
S
l1
⊲ (GVl2 ∪ G
I
l3
)) = degGl2
(u′l2)− |NGl2 (ul2u
′
l2)|. Analogous if ul3u
′
l3 ∈ E(Gl3) then
we have nul3 (e = ul3u
′
l3 |(G
S
l1
⊲ (GVl2 ∪ G
I
l3
)) = degGl3
(ul3) − |NGl3 (ul3u
′
l3)| and nu′l3 (e =
11
ul3u
′
l3 |(G
S
l1
⊲ (GVl2 ∪ G
I
l3
)) = degGl3
(u′l3)− |NGl3 (ul3u
′
l3)|. Therefore∑
ul2
u
′
l2
∈E(Gl2 )
∣∣∣nul2 (ul2u′l2 |(GSl1 ⊲ (GVl2 ∪ GIl3))− nu′l2 (ul2u′l2 |(GSl1 ⊲ (GVl2 ∪ GIl3))
∣∣∣
=
∑
ul2
u
′
l2
∈E(Gl2 )
∣∣∣degGl2 (ul2)− |NGl2 (ul2u′l2)| − degGl2 (u′l2) + |NGl2 (ul2u′l2)|
∣∣∣
=irr(Gl2).
(15)
Similarly ∑
ul3
u
′
l3
∈E(Gl3 )
∣∣∣nul3 (ul3u′l3 |(GSl1 ⊲ (GVl2 ∪ GIl3))− nu′l3 (ul3u′l3 |(GSl1 ⊲ (GVl2 ∪ GIl3))
∣∣∣
=
∑
ul3
u
′
l3
∈E(Gl3 )
∣∣∣degGl3 (ul3)− |NGl3 (ul3u′l3)| − degGl3 (u′l3) + |NGl3 (ul3u′l3)|
∣∣∣
=irr(Gl3).
(16)
Also if ul1 ∈ V(Gl1) and ul2 ∈ V(Gl2) then we have nul1 (e = ul1ul2 |G
S
l1
⊲ (GVl2 ∪ G
I
l3
)) =
s2+s3−degGl2
(ul2)+degGl1
(ul1) and nul2 (e = ul1ul2 |G
S
l1
⊲ (GVl2∪G
I
l3
)) = s1−degGl1
(ul1)+t1.
Therefore∑
ul1
∈V(Gl1 )
∑
ul2
∈V(Gl2 )
∣∣∣nul1 (ul1ul2 |GSl1 ⊲ (GVl2 ∪ GIl3))− nul2 (ul1ul2 |GSl1 ⊲ (GVl2 ∪ GIl3))
∣∣∣
=
∑
ul1
∈V(Gl1 )
∑
ul2
∈V(Gl2 )
∣∣∣s2 + s3 − degGl2 (ul2) + degGl1 (ul1)− s1 + degGl1 (ul1)− t1
∣∣∣
≤
∑
ul1
∈V(Gl1 )
∑
ul2
∈V(Gl2 )
|s2 + s3 − s1 − t1|+ 2
∑
ul1
∈V(Gl1 )
∑
ul2
∈V(Gl2 )
degGl1
(ul1)
+
∑
ul1
∈V(Gl1 )
∑
ul2
∈V(Gl2 )
degGl2
(ul2)
= s1s2 |s2 + s3 − s1 − t1|+ 4t1s2 + 2s1t2.
(17)
Also if ul1 ∈ E(Gl1) and ul3 ∈ V(Gl3) then we have nul1 (e = ul1ul3 |G
S
l1
⊲ (GVl2 ∪ G
I
l3
)) =
s3 − degGl3
(ul3) + 2 + s2 and nul3 (e = ul1ul3 |G
S
l1
⊲ (GVl2 ∪ G
I
l3
)) = s1 + t1 − 2. Therefore∑
ul1
∈E(Gl1 )
∑
ul3
∈V(Gl3 )
∣∣∣nul1 (ul1ul3 |GSl1 ⊲ (GVl2 ∪ GIl3))− nul3 (ul1ul3 |GSl1 ⊲ (GVl2 ∪ GIl3))
∣∣∣
=
∑
ul1
∈E(Gl1 )
∑
ul3
∈V(Gl3 )
∣∣∣s2 + s3 + 2− degGl3 (ul3)− s1 − t1 + 2
∣∣∣
≤
∑
ul1
∈E(Gl1 )
∑
ul3
∈V(Gl3 )
|s2 + s3 − s1 − t1 + 4|+
∑
ul1
∈E(Gl1 )
∑
ul3
∈V(Gl3 )
degGl3
(ul3)
= t1s3 |s2 + s3 − s1 − t1 + 4|+ 2t1t3.
(18)
Finally if ul1 ∈ V(Gl1) and u
′
l1 ∈ E(Gl1) then we have nul1 (e = ul1u
′
l1 |G
S
l1
⊲ (GVl2 ∪ G
I
l3
)) =
s2 + s1 − 2+ degGl1
(u′l1) and nu′l1 (e = ul1u
′
l1 |G
S
l1
⊲ (GVl2 ∪ G
I
l3
)) = t1 + s3 +2− degGl1
(ul1).
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Therefore∑
ul1
∈V(Gl1 )
∑
u
′
l1
∈E(Gl1 )
∣∣∣nul1 (ul1u′l1 |GSl1 ⊲ (GVl2 ∪ GIl3))− nu′l1 (ul1u′l1 |GSl1 ⊲ (GVl2 ∪ GIl3))
∣∣∣
=
∑
ul1
∈V(Gl1 )
∑
u
′
l1
∈E(Gl1 )
∣∣∣s2 + s1 − 2 + degGl1 (u′l1)− t1 − s3 − 2 + degGl1 (ul1)
∣∣∣
≤
∑
ul1
∈V(Gl1 )
∑
u
′
l1
∈E(Gl1 )
|s2 + s1 − s3 − t1 − 4|+ 2
∑
ul1
∈V(Gl1 )
∑
u
′
l1
∈E(Gl1 )
degGl1
(ul1)
= t1s1 |s2 + s1 − s3 − t1 − 4|+ 4t
2
1.
(19)
Therefore by using above results (15)-(19) in (14), we obtain the required expression for
Mo(GSl1 ⊲ (G
V
l2
∪ GIl3)). 
3. Conclusion
The present-day trend of the numerical coding of chemical structures with topological
descriptors has proven quite successful in Bioinformatics and Chemistry. This scheme
yields the retrieval, mining, rapid collection, annotation, and comparison of chemical
structures within large databases. Subsequently, topological descriptors can be applied
to study for QSAR and QSPR, which are models, that correlate chemical structure with
physical properties, biological activity or chemical reactivity. In this article, we have given
the results for the Mostar index of corona product, Cartesian product, join, lexicographic
product, Indu-Bala product and subdivision vertex-edge join of graphs and apply these
outcomes to find the Mostar index of various classes of chemical graphs and nanostruc-
tures.
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